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Abstract

The coordination of distributed processing is of great in-
terest to a number of research communities. However these
research communities, such as those involved in e-science
GRIDs and multi-agent systems, view this problem from dis-
parate viewpoints. This paper aims to contribute to the nec-
essary reconciliation of these perspectives. By demonstrat-
ing the coordination of processes whether reactive (such as
web services) or proactive (such as autonomous agents) can
be done with a single representation using a protocol lan-
guage,RASA. The multi-agent paradigm introduces, into
any model of distributed systems, flexibility and autonomy
that can be daunting and intimidating to scientists accus-
tomed to more orthodox approaches. It is for this reason
that it is important that the model for coordination of this
system is reliable, verifiable, inspectable, referable, com-
posable and executable. The languageRASA provides this
functionality, which we extend its use for not only agent in-
teraction protocols but also to express workflows. The lan-
guage for expression then becomes the domain of discourse
as well as potentially the language for the workflow’s exe-
cution.

Keywords: interaction protocols, web services, multi-agent
systems, coordination.

1 Introduction

The rise of the Internet and the increasing use of com-
puters in scientific research has led to the development of
scientific GRIDs and e-science systems. In these systems,
scientific instruments and computational resources held in
multiple physical locations are connected together via the
Internet, and made accessible to researchers in yet other lo-
cations. Thus, for example, a scientist in location A may
submit samples for scanning to a sophisticated electron mi-
croscope in location B, the output of which is subsequently
transferred to a computer in location C for rendering as an
image and presentation back to the scientist at A [2]. De-

pending on the resulting output, the scientist may decide
further scanning and analysis of the sample or the output
data is needed, and so may request additional actions be un-
dertaken by the microscope at B, the image processor at C,
and/or other computer analysis processors at a location D.

In such scientific workflows, some instruments or re-
sources may be directly under the control of the scientist
undertaking the work, and so he or she has does not need
to negotiate for their use. More typically, however, usage
of the instruments or resources will need to be negotiated
with the resource-owner by the scientist or by some agent
representing him or her. If the complete sequence of mea-
surement, analysis and presentation activities is known in
advance, a detailed workflow can readily be developed for
each such scientific task, and negotiation for appropriate re-
source access undertaken in advance of commencement of
the workflow. However, for many complex scientific pro-
cedures, later tasks may depend on the outcomes of earlier
tasks, with even the instruments or resources to be used only
specifiable once these earlier outcomes become known. In
such situations, scientists need to be able to develop work-
flows at the time of task execution (or, as computer scien-
tists would say, atruntime) and to be able to modify such
workflows dynamically, as task execution proceeds; modi-
fications would arise as a consequence of the outcomes of
earlier actions and/or the changing availability of neededre-
sources.

In this paper, we present a formal language to enable
scientists, and/or software agents acting on their behalf,to
reason about, select and modify workflows, and to do so
at run-time. The language treats interaction protocols as
first-class entities, so that they can be referenced, inspected,
composed, and invoked by the agents engaged in interac-
tion. A particular feature of this approach is that resources
deployed as part of a workflow are referenced in a uniform
fashion, regardless of the extent to which a particular agent
owns or controls them. Thus, a workflow may refer both to
resources which are owned by the scientist, where no ne-
gotiation may be needed to use the instrument, and to re-
sources owned by others, where such negotiation may be



necessary. This feature means that reactive processes, such
as web-services, and autonomous processes, such as agents
representing other resource owners, are both incorporated
into the framework.

The protocol representation language,RASA, pre-
sented here was introduced in [4]. That paper has a de-
scription of related work on defining process algebras and
languages for agent interaction protocols. A key advan-
tage of theRASA framework over other frameworks is
that RASA has the same syntax and semantics at all di-
alogue levels. Thus, individual utterances, sequences of
utterances, protocols, and combinations of protocols can
all be reasoned-over, modified, composed and invoked by
agents participating in an interaction using the same rea-
soning mechanism.

The key contribution of this paper is to demonstrate
how the RASA framework can be used for dynamic
specification and execution of scientific workflows, where
such workflows may involve use of both reactive and au-
tonomous processes. Section 2 presents the syntax of the
RASA language, while Section 3 discusses its application
to scientific domains. An example of the application of
RASA to a workflow involving an electron microscope is
presented in Section 4. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 TheRASA Language

TheRASA language, part of the largerRASA frame-
work, combines constraints and process algebra to model
interaction protocols asfirst-classentities. Byfirst-class,
we mean that the protocols exist as documents within a
system, rather than as abstractions emerging from the be-
haviour of participating entities. Using a constraint lan-
guage, therules– that is, the conditions that must hold for
particular messages to be sent; and theeffects— that is,
the effect that sending a message has on the system; are
modelled such that participants in a protocol can calculate
whether the rules allow certain messages to be sent, and the
effect that sending a message has. Such an approach al-
lows participants to reason, at runtime, about their course
of interaction using constraint solving techniques. Not only
does such an approach decouple the entities from their pro-
tocols — something which is unanimously encouraged in
software engineering —, but it allows participants to learn
about new protocols, and to compose protocols at runtime
to bring about more complex interactions. This would re-
sult in systems in which, for example, an agent has a library
of interaction protocols, and searches through this library at
runtime to decide which protocol best suits its current goals.
If no single protocol is suitable for the agent, composition
of these may offer an alternative.

2.1 Syntax

TheRASA protocol language resembles that of many
process algebras. However, we specify the rules and ef-
fects of protocols using an underlying constraint language.
Such specification allows agents equipped with the neces-
sary tools to reason about this language to determine when
rules are satisfied, to calculate the effect of sending a par-
ticular message, and to devise strategies for interaction at
runtime.

A RASA protocol is an annotated tree of interactions
between entities, in which an interaction is a sequence of
transitions between states. Anannotation is a triplet of
constraints, in which the first constraint represents the pre-
condition that must hold for a transition to occur, the sec-
ond constraint represents the message to be sent, and the
third constraint is a postcondition, which represents the
constraints that holds after an enabled transition occurs.
Branches in the tree represent choices to be made by one
or more participants.

Let φ represent constraints defined in the constraint lan-
guage,c communication channels,N protocol names, and
x a sequence of variables. Protocol definitions adhere to the
following grammar.

π ::= ǫ | φ
c(i,j).φ
−−−−−→ φ | π;π | π∪π | N(x) | varφ

x·π

We useπ as a meta-variable to refer to protocols; subscripts
and superscripts are used to denote distinct meta-variables.
ǫ represents the empty protocol, in which no message is sent
and there is no change to the protocol state. A protocol of

the formatφ
c(i,j).φm

−−−−−−→ φ′ is an atomic protocol. It repre-
sents thati can send the constraintφm to j over channelc
only if φ holds in the current state, in whichi andj are val-
ues in the constraint language. After the message is sent, the
new state of the protocol is updated usingφ′. We use this
to specify rules and effects of protocols: the precondition
represents a rule for a protocol becauseφm can only be sent
if this precondition is true; and the postcondition represents
the effect that sendingφm has on the state.

The protocolπ1;π2 denotes the sequential composition
of two protocols, such that all of protocolπ1 is executed,
then protocolπ2. The protocolπ1 ∪ π2 denotes a choice
of two protocols. N(x) denotes a reference to a protocol
π namedN(y), with variablesy renamed tox, such that
any occurrence ofN is equivalent to its definition,π. The
protocolvarφ

x·π denotes the declaration of a local variable
x, with the constraintsφ on x. The scope ofx is limited to
the protocolπ, and the constraints onx do not change onx
throughout its scope; that is,x is a constant.

Let N be a name,y be a sequence of variable names, and
π be a protocol. Aprotocol specificationis defined as a set
of definitions of the form:



N(y) =̂ π

For a detailed description of theRASA protocol language
and its semantics, see [4].

3 Application for Scientific Instruments

The e-science and GRID research is a domain in which
the use of a first class protocol language such asRASA is
useful, especially if the requirements of the scientific instru-
ments, the processing services and users include complex
and context dependent coordination. By expressing the co-
ordination language used in such a way to allow inspection,
verification, execution, composition and transfer, the parties
involved have the autonomy and capability to confer upon
and produce a commonly acceptable solution to problems
at run time. This section will focus on the general attributes
of GRID enabled scientific instruments. Though each cate-
gory could gain advantages by employing a first-class pro-
tocol representation for their coordination, there are certain
categories that present problems for which a language like
RASA would be essential.

3.1 A categorisation of scientific instru-
ment coordination

A possible categorisation along two axes, the role rela-
tionship of the agents and whether they collaborate upon the
creation of the workflow, is shown in Table 1.

Peer-to-peer (non-collaborative): Agents are attached to
an instrument and could be either a provider or requester.
They have access to in-house web services and processing
but there are situations that require the agent to delegate or
solicit other agents, who have their own instrument and ser-
vices, to provide the solution. The agents do not collaborate
because the agent is only interested in results not attainable
on its own. For example the agent needs to corroborate a
result by having a third party run a similar process on a data
set. A discussion of the workflow is not needed because it
is irrelevant or trivial. The dialogue between the agents can
be a contract-net protocol [3] to find the agent who can pro-
vide the requested service or if need be a more complicated
negotiation protocol that allows for counter proposals and
proposal refinement.

Requester/provider (non-collaborative): A scientist or an
agent makes a request for a product and the instrument’s
agent is charged with developing a workflow to provide that
product. The agents never switch roles; one is always a re-
quester and the other is always a provider. The requester
has no knowledge or concern about the process required
to produce the product. Instead, it knows that there are
provider agents that should be able to provide the product.

The agents discuss what results are possible but the work-
flow will be made on the instrument side. The protocol lan-
guage used to describe the interaction between the agents
can be used for the reasoning about which workflows are
to be executed. Since the protocols have properties, there
would be a mapping between the product requested to the
actual procedure it takes to produce it. The interaction pro-
tocol for the agents can also be a contract-net or negotiation
protocol.

Peer-to-peer (collaborative): Rather than simply delegat-
ing tasks to each other, it is possible to imagine instruments
that could collaborate to solve problems and process data
that each know could not be done in isolation. The topic
of the dialogue between the instruments’ agents shifts from
one ofwhat to how. Each agent is interested in how it is
possible to achieve its goals and not just what the end prod-
uct will look like. Different instruments will have access to
different services and processing power. The agents would
then deliberate on the optimal division of labour and formu-
lating the workflow to be executed. This category would be
the best served by the ability to reason about the properties
of protocols and use those to compose protocols for later
execution. For example, agent A suggests starting with ser-
vice 34 because of propertyβ holding and agent V agrees
and suggests doing service 15 because its input is the output
of web service 34. The agents agree and can then compose
a protocol with this order of execution confident that the
properties will hold.

Requester/provider (collaborative): In this category the
roles of agents are fixed. The requester itself does not have
any services to offer. Instead it acts as coordinator who
knows how to compose the workflow amongst a group of
providers. Some of its requests will be impossible or the of-
fered services will not be adequate. The dialogue between
the requesters and providers becomes one of deliberation
as they attempt to come to an commonly agreeable work-
flow to be executed. Similar to the peer-to-peer category,
agents will need to be able to compose a workflow that hold
properties that are commonly acceptable. To do so, a repre-
sentation of the workflow as aRASA protocol is useful.

Table 2 summarises the interaction protocols that would
be needed for the four categories. It becomes apparent that
it is the complexity from collaborative dialogues that re-
quires the functionality of being able to refer and reason
about the coordination mechanism. The representation of
workflows asRASA protocols provides this functionality.
However non-collaborative dialogues could still make use
and take advantage of first class protocol representations,
enabling agents to consider their function and requirements
within an interaction protocol.



Table 1. Categories of agent-led scientific instruments
peer to peer requester / provider roles

1 2
non-collaborative end result only concern end result only concern

workflow is not discussed workflow is not discussed
different roles can be adopted roles are static

3 4
collaborative process also a concern process also a concern

agents coordinate amongst themselvesrequester acts as a coordinator

Table 2. Dialogues and protocols for the categories
non-collaborative contract-net

negotiation
workflows composed privately

collaborative deliberation
multi-levelled dialogues

workflows are composed as first-class protocols by the dialogues

3.2 RASA for collaborative microscope
MAS and WF execution

The authors of [1] describe a scenario that fits into cate-
gory 1 (non-collaborative and peer-to-peer) from Table 1.
This work also uses an interaction protocol language to
model the ordering of processes of a workflow intermin-
gled with the social norms for the agents. A contract net
protocol is used to obtain results from other agent enabled
telescopes to address anomalies discovered from local com-
putation. The benefits this approach could gain by a more
formal language such asRASA have already been alluded
to in previous sections. However it is the work described
in [2], being categorised as a collaborative scenario that is of
the most interest. The requester could be an agent mediat-
ing human requests or autonomous. This agent has a sample
that it needs to be analysed by an electron microscope at an-
other location. These expensive and complicated machines
can only be operated by someone with training. It is feasi-
ble that an agent attached to the instrument has a knowledge
representation of this training and knows the capabilities
and restrictions of the equipment. The requesting agent may
have a plan (a workflow) of activities it wants to perform as
it knows the basic operations of the machine (e.g. scan,
move, zoom, etc). However there may be sequences and
combinations that the instrument’s agent cannot allow. It is
this scenario where the agents, by having a representation of
the workflow as aRASA protocol, can plan and deliberate
on a course of action that will satisfy the requesters require-
ments without contravening the provider’s restrictions. The
well-defined rules of composition inRASA provide good

support for generating these courses of action at runtime.

4 An Example using RASA collaborative
scientific workflow

Collaboration, being concerned not only with the end re-
sults but the process by which those results are obtained,
requires the ability for agents to understand the interaction
protocols and workflows they intend to use. Static and brit-
tle coordination models will not be able to cope with the
problems that arise. A protocol language likeRASA can
not only express those models in a formal manner but al-
low reasoned, verifiable and dynamic modifications to the
model while in use. This section will describe, in practice,
what this process entails by describing a collaborative sce-
nario involving the remote use of an electron microscope.
The protocols described allow the agent enabled instrument
and user to confer upon a course of action by composing a
workflow also represented as aRASA protocol.

4.1 Negotiating Workflows

We assume the following basic ontological definitions:

• isWf (Wf ) is true if and only ifWf specifies a valid
workflow; that is, aRASA specification.

• prop(P,Wf ) states that agentP has proposed the
workflow Wf , in which isWf (Wf )

• cmt(P,Wf ) commits the agentP to workflowWf , in
which isWf (Wf ). A party may be committed to a par-



ticular workflow even though they have to do nothing
to fulfil that commitment.

The protocol progresses in several stages. First, the pro-
tocol is opened by an agent requesting that another agent
open a dialogue. The receiving agent can choose to with-
draw, or can enter the dialogue, at which point the agents
begin to negotiate. The variableφ is a constraint in the
underlying communication language, and it represents the
state of affairs that the requester wishes to achieve with the
workflow.

Protocol(Pi, P j, φ) b= Open; (Enter; Neg ∪ Withdraw)

The open, enter, and withdraw dialogues are specified as
follows:

Open(Pi, P j, φ) b= Pi 6= Pj
c(Pi,Pj).open dialogue(φ)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

Enter(Pi, P j, φ) b= Pi 6= Pj
c(Pj,Pi).enter dialogue(φ)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

Withdraw(Pi, P j, φ) b= Pi 6= Pj
c(Pj,Pi).withdraw(φ)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

The negotiation artifacts are workflows. TheNeg sub-
protocol consists of declaringWf , the workflow that is to
be negotiated next, and either proposing this, in the case that
it has not been proposed before, or express a preference for
this over the previous proposals, followed by an evaluation
phase.

Neg(Pi, P j) b= var

isWf (Wf )
Wf · ((Prop ∪ Pref); Eval)

An agent can only propose a workflow that has not been
previously proposed, as outlined by the precondition:

Prop(Pi, P j,Wf ) b=

¬prop(Pi,Wf )
c(Pi,Pj).prop(Wf )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ prop(Pi,Wf )

An agent can only express a preference for a workflow that
has been previously proposed, as outlined by the precondi-
tion:

Pref(Pi, P j,Wf ) b= prop(Pi,Wf )
c(Pi,Pj).pref(Wf )
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

An agent can accept the last proposal made by the other
negotiating agent. If this is the case, both agents are com-
mitted to the workflow (although one of the agents may not
actually need to perform any action to fulfil their commit-
ments).

Accept(Pi, P j,Wf ) b= prop(Pj,Wf )
c(Pi,Pj).accept(Wf )
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

cmt(Pi,Wf ) ∧ cmt(Pj,Wf )

If the most recent proposal is accepted, the negotiation di-
alogue is closed, and the workflow agreed between the two
parties is appended to the current protocol for execution. If
the most recent proposal is rejected, the negotiation stage
is iterated, but with the roles reversed; that is, the agent
proposing or expressing a preference for the previous pro-
posal will receive a proposal or preference from the other.

Eval(Pi, P j,Wf ) b= Accept; Close;Wf ∪ Neg(Pj, P i)

Close(Pi, P j,Wf ) b=

cmt(Pi,Wf ) ∧ cmt(Pj,Wf )
c(Pi,Pj).withdraw
−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

4.2 Workflows

In this section, we outline and specify an example work-
flow from the microscopy scenario. In this workflow, an
agent representing the microscope requests that the micro-
scope moves to a set of coordinates, requests that the micro-
scope takes an image of these coordinates, and then returns
the image. This image is then returned to party who had
initially requested the image.

We assume that the microscope understands the follow-
ing commands:

• move(X,Y ): move the microscope to point to the co-
ordinates(X,Y ).

• scan: scan the image at the current coordinates of the
microscope.

We also assume the following ontological definitions:

• isController(C,M), which is a relation that holds if
and only ifC is the controller of the deviceM .

• isCoord(X,Y ), which is a relation that holds if and
only if (X,Y ) is a valid coordinate.

The outline of this protocol is below. In this exam-
ple, C is the agent representing the microscope (the con-
troller), R is the agent that has requested the image,M is
the microscope, andX,Y are the coordinates for the image.
RequestImage is the top-level of the specification. In this
protocol, the microscope is moved to position, requested
to take an image, and the image is sent to the original re-
quester.

RequestImage(C, R, M, X, Y ) b=

Move(C, M, X, Y ); (Take(C, R, M) ∪ Fail(C, R, M))

The Move protocol consists of the controller sending the
messagerequest(move(X,Y )) to its microscope, request-
ing that the microscope moves to the specified coordinates.

Move(C, M, X, Y ) b=

isController(C, M)
c(C,M).request(move(X,Y ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

Should the microscope be incapable of moving to the coor-
dinates, due to mechanical failure for example, then it will
return the messagefailure(move(X,Y )). Our assump-
tion that the microscope is not autonomous means that this
will only happen in the case that it cannot move to the coor-
dinates — never if it can.

Fail(C, R, X, Y ) b= ⊤
c(M,C).failure(move(X,Y ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤;

⊤
c(C,R).failure(RequestImage(C,R,M,X,Y ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤



If the microscope moves to the coordinates without prob-
lem, that it will confirm the move with its agent; the post-
condition beingat(M,X, Y ), representing that the micro-
scope is at the coordinates(X,Y ).

TakeImage(C, R, M, X, Y ) b=

Confirm(C, M, X, Y ); Scan(C, M); Send(C, R))

Confirm(C, M, X, Y ) b=

⊤
c(M,C).confirm(move(X,Y ))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ at(M, X, Y )

TheScan protocol is executed only in the case that the mi-
croscope could move to the specified coordinates. The con-
troller sends a request to its microscope that it take an im-
age of the current coordinates, using the commandscan.
For simplicity, we assume that this cannot fail, but a fail-
ure condition could be handled in the same way as failure
to move to coordinates. Therefore, the only response to the
microscope is to get the image at the coordinates(X,Y ),
and return this image to its controller.

Scan(C, M) b=

var

at(M,X,Y )
X,Y · (isCoord(X, Y )

c(C,M).request(scan)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤;

var

image(X,Y,I)
I ·

⊤
c(M,C).inform(image(X,Y,I))
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ image(X, Y, I))

Finally, the controller sends to the image data to the agent
that submitted the original request.

Send(C, R) b=

var

image(X,Y,I)
X,Y,I ·⊤ c(C,M).inform(image(X,Y,I))

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ⊤

Specifying this workflow as a proposal would involve
proposing the name, as well as instantiations of the param-
etersC,R,M,X, andY . Therefore, using the negotiation
protocol outlined in Section 4.1, a participant could send the
following message:

c(i, j).prop(RequestImage(j, m, i, 10, 10))

This indicates that agenti would like an image of the coor-
dinates(X,Y ) to be taken by microscopem, controlled by
the agentj. Agentj would (hopefully) be capable of rea-
soning about this workflow, and should it think this reason-
able and possible, it may accept this protocol, committing to
perform the actions in it. After theClose protocol in Sec-
tion 4.1, the protocolRequestImage(j, m, i, 10, 10) would
be the next part to execute. Upon receiving the image, the
requester may want to propose another workflow, for exam-
ple, the requester may see something on the image that it
would like investigate, so it negotiates with the controller to
zoom in on the previous coordinates and scan another im-
age. Allowing this dynamic composition is essential to the
operation of the microscope, because the actions that the
requester would like to execute on the microscope would
often depend on the results of previous workflows. While
other languages could be used to express these workflows,

we think thatRASA is suitable, and that its familiar syntax
and semantics make composition straightforward.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a formal language and
framework for multi-agent co-ordination of scientific instru-
ments in complex scientific workflows. The language per-
mits humans or software agents to reference, reason-over,
compose, invoke and modify protocols for interaction and
co-ordination in real-time, so that workflows may be mod-
ified during execution. The language treats protocols as
first-class entities and has a uniform syntax and semantics
at all levels of interaction, whether discrete utterances,se-
quences of utterances, protocols, or combinations of proto-
cols. In addition, the language enables uniform representa-
tion within a workflow both of reactive processes, such as
web-services, and of autonomous processes, such as scien-
tific instruments or computational resources controlled by
others. Protocol composability means that any subsidiary
inter-agent negotiations needed to make use of a specific
scientific instrument may be included in the workflow along
with the workflow actions which precede or may follow the
use of the instrument. In future work, we plan to implement
software agents able to interact using theRASA language
in order to assess the applicability of these proposals for
automated interactions.
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